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1 Introduction

1.1 This rebuttal proof should be read in conjunction with my main proof.

1.2 In this document I refer to the Proofs of Evidence of Martin Farrington, Dave Haskins,

Jason Smith, John Henkel, Paul Hanson, Gordon Robertson and Kevin Leather.

1.3 The fact that this rebuttal does not respond to every matter raised in the evidence of

submitter witnesses within my area of expertise should not be taken as an acceptance of

the matters raised.

2 Proof of Martin Farrington, Leeds City Council (APP1-2)

2.1 In paragraph 3.4 Mr Farrington states “the Council has the ability to ensure NGT, as a

major transport infrastructure initiative, is successful by bringing forward complementary

interventions in areas such as economic development, planning and land use, education

and skills, and health”. However, Mr Farrington has not set out what these interventions

would be, how such interventions are dependent on NGT which is a bus scheme on just

two corridors, why they cannot be brought forward without NGT, nor how these

interventions have been incorporated and secured within the scheme justification.

2.2 In paragraphs 3.7 and 3.8, Mr Farrington notes that NGT has passed two “Section 239”

votes of the City Council by 68 to 19 (1 July 2013) and 65 to 20 (13 November 2013) – a

marginal reduction in support. We note that while this is a majority vote, that there is

substantial opposition from councillors along the route – especially the Northern corridor.

The Conservatives in Adel and Wharfedale and Liberal Democrats in Weetwood have

voted against the scheme. Three of the six have also registered objections as indeed

have the Adel and Wharfedale Labour branch. The relevant votes are shown below.

Ward Councillor Vote 1 July 2013
Vote 13 November

2013

Adel and Wharfedale
Anderson

(Con)
No No

Carter (Con) Absent No

Fox (Con) No No

Weetwood J Bentley (LD) No No

S Bentley

(LD)
No No

Chapman

(LD)
No No
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Ward Councillor Vote 1 July 2013
Vote 13 November

2013

Headingley Hamilton (LD) Abstained Abstained

Walker (Lab) Abstained Yes

Walshaw

(Lab)
Abstained Yes

Hyde Park and

Woodhouse
Akhtar (Lab) Yes Yes

Harper (Lab) Yes Absent

Towler (Lab) Yes Yes

City and Hunslet Davey (Lab) Yes Yes

Iqbal (Lab) Yes Yes

Nash (Lab) Yes Yes

Middleton Park Blake (Lab) Yes Yes

Groves (Lab) Yes Yes

Truswell (Lab) Yes Yes

2.3 Additionally Councillor Illingworth – who voted in favour – has now submitted an objection

(OBJ1684) in which he states:

(a) “the proposals presently submitted by METRO suffer from numerous serious

defects, and require fundamental and extensive modifications to make them

acceptable to the public and capable of delivering cost-effective public transport

to the citizens of Leeds.”

(b) “the public consultation conducted by METRO about this proposal has been

exceptionally poor, arguably the worst public consultation exercise that I can

recollect from 34 years’ service as a local councillor. METRO has not engaged

properly with the public and debated the significant policy issues raised by the

scheme. Public consultation has been undermined by significant misinformation;

not all of it from METRO, but the failure of the Transport Authority to provide

accurate, complete and timely information has sapped public confidence in the

scheme, and allowed some unrealistic and impractical concepts to gain

currency.”

2.4 I also support Cllr Illingworth’s views that the vehicles are too large; there is a risk of

commuter parking at Holt Park and that NGT would be needlessly segregated from other

public transport.
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2.5 My Farrington notes (at paragraph 5.4) that Leeds includes a densely populated inner city

area with associated challenges of poverty and deprivation, as well as a more affluent

suburban and rural hinterland with villages and market towns, such similar assertions

made on behalf of the Promoters have no doubt influenced those councillors who have

voted in favour of the scheme. In my Proof of Evidence I highlight1 that the proposed NGT

route does not serve areas of deprivation and has little benefit to the inner city population

(see also the TAS report appended to the proof of evidence of Chris Cheek).

2.6 At paragraph 5.10, Mr Farrington lists five key attractors to the City Centre. One of these

is the Victoria Gate development on Eastgate currently under construction. Presently

FWY bus services operate every 5 minutes from Eastgate to Headingley Lane and at

higher frequency from Vicar Lane to the southern corridor. Both stops are within 200

yards of the development. NGT’s nearest stop would be around 0.5 miles from the centre,

so would not serve it effectively. Indeed I note that Victoria Gate will also be served by an

800 space multi-storey car park, which goes against the Promoters’ statements of

reduced car parking availability in the city centre leading to increased use of sustainable

travel modes, as stated in paragraph 3.10 of the Wider Economic Impacts report (Core

Document Ref. C-1-18): “Car parking availability is important because the level of parking

availability affects the generalised cost of trips by car. With less parking available, finding

a parking space takes longer and increases the generalised cost of car trips. This can be

a factor in encouraging people to use public transport for all or part of their journey to

avoid the inconvenience of searching for and incurring the costs of car parking”. Providing

more car parking spaces, as is planned, will result in reduced public transport usage.

2.7 At paragraph 5.18 Mr Farrington notes that “Headingley is the number one destination

outside of the city centre for the evening economy in Leeds”. FWY recognise this, which

is why it currently operates eight buses per hour (a bus every 7.5 minutes) along the

corridor during the evening, and a half hourly night service until 3.30am to the Ring Road

on service 1. I note that NGT would operate only every 15 minutes during the evening

and there is no proposal for a night service – indeed the assumed service levels

anticipate withdrawal of the night service 1 as a result of the adverse impacts of NGT2.

2.8 While detailing Leeds, the city and its context in section 5, at paragraph 5.20, Mr

Farrington states the popularity of the Woodhouse Moor park area, its intensive use by

visitors and the events it hosts. We note that the NGT plans involve taking large amounts

of land from Monument Moor for trolleybuses to run along. This would inevitably have a

materially negative impact upon the attractiveness of the Woodhouse park area.

1 At paragraph 5.1

2 Promoters Operating Cost Report, Document Reference C-1-10, Appendix A, Table A1.
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2.9 Paragraph 5.21 discusses “significant residential development sites” planned on the

northern NGT alignment, and states that “there are numerous further proposed housing

sites in settlements north of the Outer Ring Road which would be a short drive from the

park and ride at Bodington”. Directing this demand to park and ride, rather than the bus

network, results in the creation of additional car trips (with associated impacts on

congestion and emissions) and is contrary to the Promoters’ purported objectives of

promoting sustainable travel.

2.10 Mr Farrington asserts (at paragraph 5.23) that experience elsewhere is that rapid transit

can support and facilitate regeneration and development. He refers to document G-4-70.

However this does not identify a single Bus Rapid Transit scheme whether Trolleybus

(NGT) or conventional bus based (every UK example) which has supported or generated

regeneration and development.

2.11 In the following paragraph (incorrectly numbered 5.1) Mr Farrington identifies that “the

most deprived areas of the city along the route are found in the south, around Belle Isle

and Hunslet, the majority of which are within the most deprived IMD quintile. Evidence

from elsewhere [G-4-70] is that enhancing connectivity between areas of deprivation and

areas of opportunity, such as Leeds City Centre, which as well as providing job

opportunities also is host to tertiary education, supports residents entering employment

and education”. However, presently Hunslet and Belle Isle are in fact served by one of the

busiest bus services in Leeds (12, 13/13A) with 12,300 passengers per day, and these

provide extensive connectivity. NGT will undermine the passenger base of these services

and subject future bus passengers to an extended journey time, as stated at paragraph

1.2 of the Run Time Assessment (C-1-13).

2.12 In paragraph 6.9 Mr Farrington bemoans Leeds lack of a Rapid Transit scheme and cites

the examples of Light Rail in the UK. It should be noted that Light Rail has worked best

where it uses highly segregated rail alignments. The original heavy rail conversions of

Bury and Altrincham on Manchester Metrolink continue to be the most heavily used

routes with later less segregated routes carrying fewer passengers; Tyne and Wear Metro

is an entirely segregated former rail service as is Croydon Tramlink outside the town

centre. Sheffield Supertram has more on street running and is therefore slower and less

popular. Leeds has so far failed to design a scheme which matches the success of the

best Light Rail schemes in the UK.

2.13 Mr Farrington also includes a reference to Appendix 5 in his Proof [APP-1-3-5] which

covers “Transport Systems of the Best Cities to Locate a Business”. This has been

drafted by researching Wikipedia (an encyclopaedia open to anybody to update) and

UrbanRail.net (an urban transport fansite), rather than primary research or contact with
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the relevant undertakings. It is not the reliable source material. This may explain several

significant omissions, including:

(a) Berlin’s bus network is not mentioned, despite the existence of a significant

network of c.300 routes;

(b) Birmingham’s significant bus network is not mentioned.

(c) The Promoters state Lyon as having six tram lines, yet the website of operator of

the system itself shows there are only five.

(d) The Wikipedia article ‘Transport in Bucharest’, at the time of writing, states in one

paragraph that the city has 17 trolleybus lines, and in another that it has 19 lines.

(e) Glasgow’s underground system is not mentioned.

2.14 The list of 30 cities referred to includes just five with trolleybuses – none of which are in

the top nine listed.

2.15 It is also not clear that Mr Farrington’s correlation between the existence of rapid transit

and the city’s ranking in the list is justifiable. Leeds is placed at 28 compared to

Birmingham at 18 and Glasgow at 30. Both the latter cities have extensive bus networks

as well as extensive rail systems. Strathclyde (including Glasgow) is served by a dense

urban rail network with 181 stations and 58m originating passengers recorded in 2012/33.

West Midlands (including Birmingham) has 69 stations and 45m passengers. There are

66 stations in West Yorkshire with 32m passengers. Birmingham is served by one tram

route with 4.8m annual passengers (the lowest of all of the new generation tramways in

the UK). Glasgow is served by an underground railway route (omitted from the Promoters’

appendix) which carries 12m passengers per year. With a greater level of rail patronage

and a densely used subway Glasgow should – in transport terms – outperform

Birmingham and Leeds, as per the Promoters’ view that rapid transit equates to city

success.

2.16 At paragraph 6.10 Mr Farrington briefly mentions “Even towns and cities much smaller

than Leeds have introduced bus rapid transit schemes – Cambridge and Luton, for

example Bus Rapid Transit is a generic term used to identify bus based schemes (such

as NGT) which use partial segregation to derive some of the benefits of light rail without,

usually, the huge cost. Mr Farrington cites Cambridge and Luton – both have used

guided busways for their segregation – an approach adopted by Leeds and Bradford in

the mid to late 1990s with the opening of Scott Hall Road from 1995 and East Leeds in

2001. Both should be classed as Bus Rapid Transit. Leeds has unfortunately failed to

build on the success of these. Guidance requires a lower land take than bus lanes due to

3 Office of Rail Regulation Station Usage statistics 2012/3
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the ‘fixing’ of the vehicle in its track. Both Luton and Cambridgeshire operate

commercially without public revenue risk and in a deregulated market with more than one

operator.

2.17 One of the principal drivers for the Cambridge scheme was the need to serve in addition

to Cambridge, the new town of Northstowe. This will be the country’s largest new town

since Milton Keynes. The Cambridge busway also serves the towns of Huntingdon and

St Ives with cross city links to Addenbrookes Hospital.

2.18 The success of Bus Rapid Transit is illustrated by the following statistics

(a) On the Cambridge Guided Busway In Cambridge 24% of passengers switched

from car driving; 13% from car passenger4;

(b) Leeds Scott Hall Road 70% growth 1995-2000 from 1.6km guideway and 0.6km

contraflow bus lane5; Surveys indicated that up to half of the growth in usage

was a consequence of people transferring from cars;6

(c) East Leeds saw 13% growth from 2001-2004 with 7% switching from car to bus

from 2.1km guideway and 2.6km of new bus lanes;7 and

(d) On non-guideway BRT system, Kent Fastrack (which utilises dedicated bus

roads) – 19% modal shift was achieved at 6 months of opening8.

2.19 Mr Farrington asserts (at paragraph 6.11) that the scheme will provide a “perception” of a

growing city, however presents no evidence as to why this is, nor why this is more the

case than the other transport schemes such as Scott Hall Road, East Leeds, the more

recent A65 Bus Priority Package and the comprehensive package proposed by the West

Yorkshire Transport Fund. Insofar as the mere “perception” of growth may be important,

the latter will provide much better perception of growth rather than the geographically

restricted NGT scheme (which can be contrasted with the extent of the Cambridgeshire

scheme and its ability to link actual area of significant growth such as the new town of

Northstowe).

2.20 At paragraph 6.19 Mr Farrington states that “additional public transport capacity is needed

to accommodate and facilitate projected increases in economic activity in the city centre”.

NGT will not deliver a material increase in public transport capacity as it would require

bus services to be reduced, and will use vehicles with a lower seating capacity.

4 http://www.brtuk.org/downloads/Busway_Survey_Analysis_Final_12092012.pdf

5 http://www.brtuk.org/downloads/brochure_may_2007.pdf

6 http://www.publications.parliament.uk/pa/cm199900/cmselect/cmenvtra/153/15303.htm

7 http://www.brtuk.org/downloads/brochure_may_2007.pdf

8 http://www.brtuk.org/downloads/Busway_Survey_Analysis_Final_12092012.pdf
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2.21 At paragraph 6.22 Mr Farrington discusses some of the bus priority schemes Metro and

LCC are working on. He comments: “However, opportunities for bus priority are limited

and measures which deliver a tangible journey time and punctuality benefit could only be

introduced on all corridors with either substantial property take or a detrimental effect on

road traffic.” It is not immediately clear how this supports NGT. NGT is a trolleybus, which

by definition is “a bus adapted for use on roads without rails and moved by power

transmitted thereto from some external source.9” As NGT is a bus scheme it is subject to

the same constraints as a non-trolleybus based scheme (and, indeed, has additional

constraints not present with a more flexible bus service).

2.22 At paragraph 6.24 Mr Farrington identifies a number of new developments on the NGT

alignment. I note that in many cases the existing network also serves these and in some

cases will provide a better service:

(a) Bodington Hall former student halls – this location is closer to bus service 1

currently operating 8 times per hour – proposed by Metro to be reduced to 3 per

hour with an NGT stop at Bodington P&R

(b) Lawnswood Government Offices – just north of Bodington hall and also more

convenient for service 1 than NGT

(c) Woodside Quarry: This is 1 mile from NGT – a new railway station is planned

and NGT would not effectively serve it.

(d) Tetley Hall - on Headingley Lane and well served by existing buses. NGT adds

no new links

(e) Former Leeds Girls High School: again served by existing routes on Headingley

Lane

(f) University of Leeds and Leeds Metropolitan University again served by existing

routes on Headingley Lane

(g) Hilton Hotel: City centre site – no new links are provided by NGT

(h) Merrion Way “New Front‟: City centre site. Again no new NGT links 

(i) Leeds Southbank: Existing bus services on Hunslet Road operate at very high

frequencies. There is scope to enhance service 28 onto the Leeds Dock site.

2.23 At paragraph 6.26 Mr Farrington seeks to highlight the benefit of electric power, especially

as future electricity generation moves to renewable sources. Plainly, the source of the

electrical power is highly relevant to how sustainable electrically powered transport is, and

Mr Farrington provides no timeline detailing when the power used by the NGT is expected

9 The Road Vehicle (Construction and Use) Regulations 1986 3.2
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to in fact be generated by renewable energy sources. However, in any event, a greater

deployment of hybrid buses across the network can achieve more benefit in the short

term, while technical developments improve the robustness of battery powered buses.

2.24 Mr Farrington states (at paragraphs 6.28/6.29) : If the full potential employment growth in

the city centre is to be accommodated, the only way to do so is to increase radial public

transport capacity and to make this capacity attractive to travellers who will otherwise

travel by car. He concludes by identifying four requirements:

(a) Greater capacity public transport which can accommodate a growth in demand;

(b) Reduced public transport journey times;

(c) Improved public transport punctuality; and

(d) Improved quality of public transport on vehicles and at stops and stations.

2.25 However, these objectives can be better achieved with investment in the bus network. For

example, FWY’s proposal for New Bus for Leeds (NBfL) will bring improved quality with a

higher seating capacity than the proposed NGT buses; will reduce journey times and

delays through removing pay as you board operation and reinvest the savings in

increased frequency giving an increase in capacity.

3 Proof of Dave Haskins, Metro (APP2-2)

3.1 At paragraph 3.2 Mr Haskins refers to Mr Farrington’s evidence (paragraph 6.29). Please

refer to paragraph 3.15 and 3.16 below for my comments.

3.2 In 3.16 Mr Haskins states “the evidence that The Promoters present to this inquiry

demonstrates that an electrically powered trolleybus is the only credible and deliverable

transport solution that meets the need, overcomes the constraints, and creates the

opportunities for improved passenger movement efficiency.” This statement is entirely

incorrect.

3.3 Mr Haskins states (3.18) “The trolleybus vehicles will have a high level of priority over

other traffic, provided by sections segregated from other traffic, sections of dedicated

NGT lane and lanes shared with bus services within the existing highway and priority at

existing and upgraded traffic signal junctions.” I note from experience in West Yorkshire

(guided busways, A65 bus priority etc), elsewhere (Eclipse, Leigh Guided Busway,

Cambridgeshire Guided Busway, Luton Guided Busway, Kent Fastrack, South Yorkshire

BRT) is that such high level of priority can be delivered regardless of mode of power. The

selection of trolleybus as a mode is irrelevant to the level of priority that can be delivered.

3.4 In 3.19 Mr Haskins states “As set out in Core Document C-1-12, the provision of NGT’s

permanent, visible, physical infrastructure (such as overhead line equipment, segregated
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sections (both on and off highway) and high quality stops and shelters), will communicate

a level of permanence which will demonstrate to potential new residents, businesses and

developers a commitment to improving transport in the areas along the route, and that the

commitment is permanent, rather than transitory”.

3.5 It is wrong to believe this infrastructure is permanent – all previous “permanent” trolleybus

systems in the UK have been abandoned and 65 other schemes around the world have

similarly closed since 2000. Bus route 1 commenced between Lawnswood and Beeston

in 1956 on closure of the “permanent” tram route and continues on this route today

establishing a greater degree of permanence than fixed infrastructure has managed. The

strength of the market is what drives permanence. There is no reason why segregation

and higher quality infrastructure cannot be applied to a non-trolleybus scenario, as proven

by the two guided busways in Leeds. Furthermore, the need to provide and maintain

permanent infrastructure can act as negative factor. This is demonstrated by the tram

system in Sheffield, with major work currently taking place during 2014 (between March

and September) to replace the rail infrastructure, at significant cost. This has resulted in

tram routes having to be served by replacement buses.

3.6 In paragraphs 3.21 and 3.22 Mr Haskins asserts that 160 capacity articulated buses are

required for the NGT service due to the constraints on the number of buses per hour that

can be given priority. However the 160 capacity is driven by axle loadings and unladen

weight rather than design features. In reality FWY assess that the buses will seat around

50 passengers with the other 110 (69%) required to stand, though I note later that the

Promoters also report a capacity of just 142. This choice of vehicles will provide a

substandard travel experience:

(a) Passengers will stand in extremely close quarters;

(b) Conductors will be unable to collect revenue as they will not be able to pass

through the vehicle;

(c) Despite multi-door boarding, dwell times will be extended when buses are

heavily loaded due to the lack of passenger flow through the vehicle (e.g., on the

London Underground);

(d) Customer Safety will be compromised due to the greater propensity for injury

when standing rather than seated; and

(e) Car drivers will be unlikely to tolerate such standards of quality – undermining the

Promoters case of NGT improving quality.

3.7 In addition, the majority of the new double deck buses currently used on the routes along

the proposed NGT corridor have a capacity of 94, seating 72. This gives a seat to
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standing ratio of 77%, which is expected to be significantly more than that of the proposed

NGT vehicles. The Statement of Consultation 10 reveals that in the Promoters’ own

consultation, they found that nearly 30% of respondents suggested “More Seats on

Vehicles” as an important consideration on new public transport vehicle, yet still plan to

introduce NGT vehicles with fewer seats than the buses currently used along the

corridors.

3.8 In paragraph 3.23 Mr Haskins references the use of electric traction to minimise

emissions. We note that Metro (NGT Programme Entry Business Case Submission

paragraph 8.32 page 44) has applied the Carbon Trust’s figure of 0.5246kg per kWh for

off grid power and estimated 0.97kWh per kilometre for trolleybuses equating to 509g of

C02 per km. This compares to 690g for a NBfL specification bus or 1,295g for a diesel

bus.

3.9 Taking the Northern route in isolation:

(a) FWY currently have a peak vehicle requirement (PVR) of 46 buses on the 1, 6,

28 and 97 routes on the Headingley corridor. Based on an average km travelled

per bus of 75,000 and 1,295g/km of CO2 this gives a total CO2 output per year of

4,468 tonnes

(b) Replacing these with the same number of NBfL vehicles would reduce this to

2380 tonnes (a 47% reduction).

(c) Under NGT:

(i) A Peak Vehicle Requirement (PVR) of 18 trolleybuses with the same

average mileage would have a CO2 output of 687 tonnes11;

(ii) Assuming the residual bus network would use 12 fewer buses (a 34

PVR) then bus CO2 output would reduce to 3,302 tonnes12;

(iii) The scheme total would be 3,989 tonnes – an 11% reduction.

(d) Therefore deploying NBfL vehicles entirely on the corridor would deliver a higher

carbon saving from public transport than the NGT scheme would. Use of control

systems could allow the NBfL buses to operate on electric power in areas of high

air pollution and diesel power elsewhere, as technology develops, and eventually,

on battery power on the entire route.

10 (Core Document Ref A-1-3, September 2013) shows at Annex 6 Phase 2 Consultation Findings, paragraph 3.21.

11 The Programme Entry Business Case assumed 701 Tonnes reflecting different assumptions on mileage

12 A 1,165 tonne saving v the 1,064 in the case reflecting different assumptions on mileage
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3.10 In paragraph 3.24 Mr Haskins reports that “On each occasion my team have reviewed the

choice of technology and it has been concluded that trolleybus is the only technology

currently commercially available and that will be available presently that will allow The

Promoters to secure the outputs required to deliver the scheme objectives”. It is important

to be very clear about the objectives against which the scheme has been assessed. In

any event the foregoing analysis shows that most benefits can be delivered by

alternatives. The trolleybus achieved lower per km CO2 emissions but I have shown how

total CO2 emissions can be lowered by extensive use of hybrid buses with a further move

to electric buses as battery technology improves. As the UK relies on non-renewable

sources for power – carbon emissions for trolleybuses will remain. Metro sites Montreal

as an example of trolleybus proposals. But that is not comparing like with like. Montreal

is quite different (see further paper produced by TAS, asAppendix 5 to Chris Cheek’s

Proof of Evidence) but one significant difference is that in Montreal power is provided

from hydroelectricity, giving much greater carbon reduction. Metro, by adopting

trolleybuses in their traditional form, would be locking the system into this technology for

the life of the infrastructure with no flexibility to proposed to improved technology.

3.11 Mott MacDonald’s Sub Mode Options Investigation report (C1-16) provides contradictory

evidence to Mr Haskin’s assertions:

(a) Paragraph 3.3.1 and Table 3.5 “Data from Three sources including an

independent test indicates that the battery electric bus is the most energy

efficient sub more, followed by the trolleybus” – 12m long trolleybuses use

energy at a rate of 180kWh/100km with 12m battery electric buses in four areas

showing 119 to 140kwh/100km. The author could not identify an 18m battery

bus – though BYD of China have announced a demonstrator for Bogata in

Columbia

(b) Also in table 3.12 they highlight a total capacity of 142 from consultation with

three suppliers, rather than the 160 the promoter quotes. Of these just 48 would

be seated. Of interest the slightly shorter (17.94m v 18.7m) diesel hybrid is

quoted at 158 capacity from 47 seats, suggesting additional weight in the

trolleybus versus the diesel hybrid bus.

3.12 In paragraph 3.28 Mr Haskins comments on alternative technologies. Regarding battery

electric buses, he comments that these vehicles would require charging at depot and are

deemed as unsuitable for NGT due to the insufficient range and capacity of the current

generation of production vehicles and the performance and technology risks involved in

the use of currently unavailable battery powered 18m articulated buses and fast charging

technology. In my judgment and that of FWY:
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(a) Hybrid buses have improved emissions with New Bus for London delivering

substantial savings in CO2 compared to conventional hybrids;

(b) Battery options are continuing to evolve and FWY will be launching 12 buses

onto York park and ride services during 2014; and

(c) Mr Haskins suggests the technological risks are a barrier, yet choses the

outdated trolleybus technology, rather than adopting the established hybrid

technology as an effective and flexible interim measure until battery technology is

proven.

3.13 In paragraph 3.39, Mr Haskins comments that buses with hybrid engines are becoming

commonplace, although their introduction to commercial operation is currently only viable

through grant support. I assume that this is a reference to the Green Bus Fund of the DfT

which partially funds the additional capital cost of green buses versus conventional

diesels. This has been adopted to help grow critical mass of hybrid buses and allow

operators and developers to take technological risks. As volume grows unit costs will

reduce: for example, FWY has already announced its intention to procure 260 hybrid

buses for its Leeds network.

3.14 Mr Haskins continues to say that “Leading manufacturers either currently have or are

anticipated soon to have single-articulated hybrid vehicles as part of their product range.

While such vehicles would have similar capacity to NGT, their reliance on diesel traction

for the majority of their operation means they cannot deliver the required quality uplift.

Also, as they would operate under diesel power for much of the NGT route there would be

consequent CO2, air quality and noise impacts”. I do not agree that the required quality

uplift would be undeliverable with hybrid buses. Furthermore it is possible to manage the

use of battery power versus diesel on hybrid buses to maximise the use of battery in air

quality management areas

3.15 In point 4 of paragraph 3.39 whilst discussing catenary-free electric buses, he states that

no single-articulated catenary-free electric bus is commercially available. He appears

unaware that Volvo, for example, will have a plug-in hybrid type bus in production in 2015.

3.16 In point 5 sub point 2 of the same paragraph, Mr Haskins states that the hybrid double

deck vehicles currently in use in Leeds have a passenger carrying capacity somewhat

less than a single-articulated vehicle, and therefore are not suitable for NGT. The hybrid

double deckers used by FWY can carry 85 passengers. As I have already stated above,

the “up to” 160 capacity quoted by the Promoters for NGT vehicles will not practicability

be achieved. Furthermore, the comparisons with bus based alternatives – whether hybrid

or standard Euro VI diesel technology – are made assuming that NGT is the comparable

base, rather than that taking the best vehicle option that should be chosen to deliver the
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primary objectives of the local authority. These primary objectives are not to deliver NGT,

but rather – as is stated elsewhere in Mr Farrington’s Proof of Evidence – to stimulate

regeneration and economic growth and reduce environmental impacts. In addition, a

complete hybrid fleet on the NGT route, such as FWY’s New Bus for Leeds (NBfL)

alternative vehicles, would work, and in terms of capacity would be flexible – FWY would

be able to buy more if the buses became full, run more and increase the service

frequency, leading to further passenger growth. If the assumptions made by the

Promoters are to be accepted then, the NGT plans involve cramming passengers onto an

inflexible, set number of vehicles per hour, which is planned to run at 10 buses per hour

(every six minutes, half the frequency of FWY’s current service) and cannot be increased

above 15 trolleybuses per hour (every four minutes, still less frequent than the current

FWY service) due to the constraints of the planned power system as mentioned above.

Being forced to use a less frequent service is clearly not in the interests of passengers.

No evaluation of the impacts on the wider highways and therefore bus network has been

undertaken, to demonstrate that the frequency of NGT could be increased above that

which is proposed, given the constraints of the Leeds City traffic signals and the need to

ensure sustainable free flowing traffic.

3.17 Furthermore the Promoters have provided no evidence to support their contention that a

hybrid articulated bus cannot deliver the required quality uplift. There is no evidence to

support a view that customers who are presented two near identical buses both with the

same levels of road priority and differing only in power pack (trolleybus versus hybrid)

would prefer the old fashioned overhead trolley bus. Carbon difference is limited due to

the use of non-renewable power sources for trolleybuses. It is also possible to specify

settings when hybrids can use battery power in areas with air quality issues.

3.18 Mr Haskins asserts that the Low Cost Alternative based on a standard hybrid vehicle,

would make a more limited contribution against the objectives for the scheme but there is

the potential for this to be proportionate to the cost of the scheme. However, he has failed

to consider that this would be scalable to the wider network (as for example with FWY’s

New Bus for Leeds proposal).

3.19 When challenging objectors at 11.9 point 3, Mr Haskins believes NGT will contribute to

the “Big Idea” of a ‘New approach to buses’, through “the provision of new priority

measures along the NGT route which will be of benefit to all buses using these corridors”.

FWY has challenged this assertion in our evidence. We do not consider that the small two

minute journey time savings projected by the Promoter would be realised. Additionally the

Promoters13 themselves highlight that buses on the southern corridor would experience

an increased journey time with NGT. No account of how this will affect existing bus users,

13 Run Time Assessment (Core Document Reference C-1-13), paragraph 1.2 (table) and paragraph 4.7, table 4.1.
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and the economic impact of increased journey times (when considering Value of Time

assumptions of the 12,300 passengers a day FWY carry (as well as those using Arrival

services)) has been made by the Promoters at any point. We also consider that those

other services which cross the NGT alignment, such as in the City Centre will also be

slowed down. As stated in the Proof of Evidence of Mr Robertson, because the additional

priority is needed to make NGT work, the rest of the highway users will be disadvantaged

– this includes buses both on the corridor and the wider Leeds Network. The Promoters

have failed to take this into account, still not providing any evidence assessing the

impacts.

3.20 In paragraph 11.20 Mr Haskins comments on the parallels between NGT as the UK’s first

proposed new trolleybus scheme and Manchester Metrolink as the first modern tram

system and how this led to successful tram development elsewhere. Whatever the case

may be, Manchester’s experience as a prototype has not been easy and indeed it has not

set a precedent. Manchester remains the only high floor tramway system. Its first trams

were procured from a minority player and have proven to be non-standard in the UK. One

example was out of use for several years with faults the manufacturer could not rectify.

The entire batch is now being prematurely withdrawn, some after just 14 years’ service,

replaced by off the shelf products from a mainstream supplier. Succeeding schemes also

used bespoke vehicles and so far the UK systems have all developed independently and

have little inter-relations. We expect similar issues to affect NGT as a pioneering

trolleybus operation, particularly as the rest of the world is retrenching from this

technology.

3.21 At paragraph 11.14, when attempting to refute the fact that trolleybuses are inflexible, Mr

Haskins counteracts the argument rather paradoxically by stating the alleged benefits of

the “permanence” of the overhead wiring. FWY notes:

(a) Mr Haskins does not address the point that NGT is inflexible – it cannot meet the

full corridor demand as the power supply has a limit of 15 buses per hour;

(b) Mr Haskins states that “businesses want certainty that good transport links will

remain for the long term” – yet does not acknowledge that the Northern corridor

is served by route 1 which has operated on its current route since 1956 and the

southern corridor by routes 12 and 13 which also date from the closure of Leeds

trams in the 1950s;

(c) Overhead wires are visually intrusive and thus have negative values as well as

the dubious benefit of permanence. Elsewhere, FWY has examined the

Promoters’ failure to properly assess the impact of the overhead wiring and other

aspects of the infrastructure upon heritage assets- the same points also apply to
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the general negative impact created by the visual impact of wires and poles upon

the amenities generally outside of the impact on heritage assets;

(d) There would be major difficulties in extending NGT routes to penetrate

developing housing and industrial sites: more ‘wires and poles’ would be needed;

the cost of sourcing additional ‘top up’ vehicles to the fleet would be

disproportionately high; and most importantly, there is no scope to increase

frequency of NGT through the core section (to cope with further demand from

developments around the route) because firstly, the power supply would not

cope (without major and expensive re-engineering) and secondly because, as

the Promoters continually refer to, giving priority to a higher number of vehicle

per hour at signalled junctions is stated as unfeasible; and

(e) FWT also note the objection and proofs of evidence submitted on behalf of

Northern Power and (Yorkshire) plc (Obj 1454 Proofs of Evidence documents

NPG 1, 2 and 3). The issues raised by them in their objections do not arise in

connection with a bus operation.

3.22 At paragraph 11.16 Mr Haskins attempts to counter-argue the point that trolleybus

technology is outdated, citing just seven examples of all-new trolleybus systems

constructed in the past ten years. Only two have been within the past four years, as

alternative electric bus technology has continued to rapidly evolve, and I reiterate the

evidence in Chris Cheek’s Proof Appendix 5 which identifies 65 trolleybus systems

around the globe have been shut down since 2000 and sets the position in its proper

context.

4 Proof of Jason Smith, Mott Macdonald (APP3-2)

4.1 In paragraph 3.18 Mr Smith seeks to show that 45% of the NGT route is not segregated.

He does not address the qualitative benefit of segregation. This is a material failing

because some of the segregation is of dubious benefit such as passage through the

entirely uncongested South Bank and Brewery Wharf areas, while more sections of NGT

route in congested areas, such as parts along the A660, will not be segregated. This

compares unfavourably with other Bus Rapid Transit schemes with 80% of the Leigh,

Salford, Manchester scheme segregated using Guided Busway and Bus Lanes.

4.2 In paragraph 3.24 Mr Smith sets out the dimensions of the trolleybus but omits the critical

information of the seating versus standing capacity Metro will specify. I have already

addressed the significance of this failing above.

4.3 At paragraph 5.2.2 – reference to 2.4km of existing bus lane to be widened to at least

4.2km width and 1.7km width and 1.7km of new bus lane. However there is no evidence

of consideration having been given to use kerb guidance as on Scott Hall Road and East
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Leeds which allows a reduce width as the buses are fixed in track. I can also find no

consideration or assessment having been made of the impact of the construction work on

the existing bus services, in particular I can find no reference of this reflected in the

business case.

4.4 At paragraph 5.3.1 Mr Smith notes that NGT bus stops at key locations have been

located in close proximity to non NGT stops to facilitate interchange. However he fails to

justify why NGT and conventional buses cannot use the same stops. Mr Smith (at

paragraph 5.3.2) also suggests for reliable journey times for public transport (presumably

for NGT only) this bus stops will be placed in laybys free of the NGT route. The Promoters

have failed to demonstrate that this will not hinder free running of bus services by

requiring them to pull back out into traffic, further contributing to a two-tier approach.

4.5 At paragraph 5.7 Mr Smith describes the NGT depot. The depot, and its location, is a

required product of choosing a trolleybus system. A conventional bus could use existing

depots or alternatively a stand-alone depot which can be located away from the alignment

giving more choice of sites. Indeed, at paragraph 10.21 of the NGT Business Case, the

Promoters state that the Next Best Alternative, using buses without trolleybus

infrastructure, could utilise “a more cost-effective depot location” than the Stourton site

which is planned for NGT.

4.6 In paragraph 7.54 while discussing existing bus services, Mr Smith asserts that data

showing bus journey times show that 25% of services (presumably meaning journeys)

between West Park and the City Centre varied by more than 5 minutes from the average

journey time. He states “this is a long way short of the Traffic Commissioner’s target for

bus punctuality of 95% of buses running on time, i.e. not more than 5 minutes late”. This

allegation is disingenuous as:

(a) The average time is not the same as the schedule time – scheduled bus running

times vary considerably; and

(b) For most of the day buses on services 1 and 6 are registered with the traffic

commissioners as running at “frequent intervals” which means buses need to run

at least every ten minutes. In this case should a series of buses all take the

longer journey time and thus be “late” on paper – they would remain within the

prescribed interval and thus not be in breach of the requirement.

4.7 The analysis of the impact on buses in paragraph 7.5 is extremely brief and while

highlighting net increases in bus priority – albeit shared with NGT, Mr Smith entirely fails

to appraise the impact on non-corridor bus services, where they cross the NGT

alignment, and therefore suffer delays due to the priority given to the minority NGT

service. He fails also to acknowledge that the redesign to serve Belle Isle makes journey
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times slower for both NGT and bus users in this area compared to the previous route

proposals.

4.8 In paragraph 7.8.7 Mr Smith references how modal shift will reduce collisions because of

a reduction in the number of vehicles. Yet in the following paragraph he says: “The

strategic traffic modelling suggests that the total vehicle kilometres travelled within the

modelled area increases as a result of NGT proposals”. He then states “Based on a

simplistic assumption that additional vehicle kilometres will automatically result in a

proportionate increase in accidents, the business case (C-1) assumes an increase in

collisions as a result of NGT. In reality I do not believe that this will not be the case as the

junction designs including additional signal controlled crossing facilities are likely to

reduce collisions.” Mr Smith appears to contradicting himself by first suggesting that a

reduction in vehicles would reduce accidents, but arguing that an increase in vehicle

kilometres would not increase accidents.

4.9 In paragraph 10.3 of Mr Smith’s Proof, while responding to Objector 728, Professor J.F.

Griffiths, under Item 1.2 ‘Disjointed Organisation of Structure’, Mr Smith attempts to reject

the argument that NGT would create a two-tier system, discouraging interchange. This is

of interest to FWY as reference is made to bus stopping arrangements. A number of

locations highlighted by the Objector have been explained, with details of how, in the

Promoters’ eyes, they would allow bus interchange. However it is clear that this is not the

case. In many instances it would represent a worsening of the current scenario. For

example:

(a) Paragraph 10.3.2 claims interchange has been “specifically provided for”, at point

e) Headingley Centre NGT stop, by a direct connection between the main road

(where buses will continue to stop) “via Wood Lane, which will be pedestrian

dominated and with good sightlines, making the NGT stop prominent from

Headingley Lane”. This fails to address the significant distance between the two,

nor the requirement for pedestrians to cross the main road to get between the

northbound bus and NGT stops.

(b) Point f) states that Headingley Hill NGT stop is “located within 100m of a bus

stop in each direction providing interchange with buses along Headingley Lane”.

100 metres is clearly a significant distance between stops and is not an

encouragement of interchange.

(c) All of the points a) to o) discussing the north and southern sections of route (as

opposed to the city centre) fail to address the fact that the interchange between

NGT service and parallel bus routes, at locations where they run in parallel, is

unlikely. Instead, as mentioned above, a two-tier approach would result from the
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provision of separate stops for NGT and bus services, in some cases

considerable distances apart (as above), which will force passengers to choose

either NGT or bus, and wait accordingly, rather than be able to benefit from the

frequency and interchange possibilities of both modes using the same stops.

(d) In addition, in respect of points h) and m), it is clear that the bus stops at

University of Leeds and Hunslet Penny Hill centre have been moved further

away from the destinations bus passengers wish to reach, in order to give prime

‘stopping position’ to the NGT service.

4.10 At paragraph 10.8 Mr Smith comments on the Holt Park Residents Associations concerns

that unofficial park and ride usage could occur at Holt Park Shopping Centre. Mr Smith

suggests Bodington would be more attractive as the site has a greater degree of security

and twice the number of departures. However he notes that Holt Park car park is well

used so clearly is felt secure by many people. Half the buses from Bodington Park will

have started at Holt Park and passengers may be unable to get a seat according to the

Promoters’ loading data. Both Holt Park and Bodington will have the same number of

empty buses starting their journey there, suggesting there the objectors’ concerns are

reasonable, despite the modelling the Promoters have undertaken suggesting only 13

cars would use Holt Park.

4.11 It is very doubtful that Bodington is the optimum location for park and ride adjacent to the

inner ring road. The figures in the table below show the ‘Annual Average Daily Flows’

from the DfT traffic counts for Leeds on the four main A roads that join the A6120 outer

ring road in the North/North West quadrant. It is to be noted that the A61 and A65 have

greater traffic volume approaching the ring road than the A660 does.

Traffic Approaching Ring Road

From

North

From

South

A660 (Bodington) 14291 15837

A61 (Moortown) 18160 23419

A65 (Horsforth) 16933 15096

A647 13391 7868

5 Proof of John Henkel, Metro (APP4-2)

5.1 In paragraph 2.16 Mr Henkel cites the TAS Report in FWY’s Statement of Case which he

says suggests bus services are under performing on the corridor. FWY has recognised
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and sought to address under performance. FWY has undertaken several actions in

recent years which have contributed to passenger growth on the Leeds network including:

(a) Invested in brand new low emission double deck buses onto services 1/6 on the

Northern corridor and 12/13/13A on the southern corridor in 2012.

(b) Provided increased frequency on service 1 from 6 buses per hour to 8 buses per

hour to reflect changes in travel patterns following closure of the Bodington Hall

student accommodation which rendered dedicated bus service 95 superfluous in

January 2013

(c) Increased evening and night service operation on the northern corridor

(d) Introduced value for money single fares (£1) for the Headingley to University

section initially on service 95, but now on all services and also rolled out onto

route 28 linking the University with Clarence Dock

(e) Introduced a £14 Leeds wide weekly ticket, the area of which covers locations

where passengers previously only had access to a £19.50 weekly ticket

(f) Has announced and committed to plans to introduce Mobile Ticketing this

summer to increase choice in payment methods and reduce dwell times while

also working with Metro to introduce smart ticketing on multi operator products

(g) A proposed partnership with Metro, the local authorities and other operators and

we welcome interventions such as the West Yorkshire Transport Fund which will

complement our investment and growth plans with additional priority.

5.2 Mr Henkel, at paragraph 2.17, mentions FWY’s practise of using the driver to sell single

and period tickets as impacting on dwell times and compounding delays primarily he

acknowledge are primarily caused by congestion. FWY has addressed this point and has

already implemented measures to encourage more use of period tickets and while on bus

sales of weekly tickets are time consuming – the subsequent journey recording is not.

Similarly FWY has reduced prices of monthly tickets, introduced on-line and workplace

payment options for annual tickets which remove on bus transactions completely. FWY is

also investing in Smart Ticketing and Mobile Ticketing to further reduce on-bus

transactions. This is also embedded in FWY’s proposed New Bus for Leeds.

5.3 In paragraph 4.1 point 2, Mr Henkel states that the Business Case for the NGT scheme

“is focussed on the benefits delivered and their ability to unlock employment and

economic growth opportunities”. These opportunities however can be unlocked through a

bus-based system, for example in the United States a scheme in which First has some

experience, where over $5bn real estate investment has resulted from the Cleveland BRT

scheme – a partially segregated diesel and diesel electric hybrid operation – has reduced
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a trend of urban decay and falling land values in less than five years. It is one of the

schemes examined in the ITDP Report “Recapturing Global Leadership in Bus Rapid

Transit“ written by the Institute for Transportation and Development Policy.14

5.4 The final sentence of the evidence of Mr Henkel in this bullet point which says that “A

more efficient Leeds public transport network will encourage economic growth by

improving labour market connectivity, access to employment and services, and assisting

in the regeneration of more deprived areas of the city”, I agree that more efficient public

transport in Leeds would encourage economic growth, but I do not agree that a trolleybus

is required to achieve this. I have set out elsewhere in my evidence how NGT is not

designed in a way which will make the most of this opportunity. A bus based scheme,

particularly with city wide application can achieve this objective better in my opinion.

5.5 In paragraph 4.10 Mr Henkel suggests 17 trolleybuses will be required on a daily basis,

from a fleet of 20. The Promoters’ Operating Cost Report (C-1-10) clearly states at

paragraph 2.28 “that 18 trolleybus vehicles would be required to operate NGT Phase 1”

out of the fleet of 20 trolleybuses. I have also noted in my Proof that 2 spares is

inadequate for 18 specialist vehicles and provides limited contingency if the running times

are not achieved. I have not seen any evidence that supports Mr Henkel’s statement that

only 17 buses are now needed.

5.6 In paragraph 4.11 Mr Henkel outlines a basic specification of the NGT trolleybus – but

omits the critical seating and standing capacity requirements. I believe these features can

be delivered by non-trolleybus modes with use of batteries to deliver zero emissions at

point of use.

5.7 Paragraph 4.23 highlights the constraint of the proposed NGT power supply system to

accommodate up to 15 trolleybuses per hour, claiming this builds in “future flexibility and

operation resilience”. This is likely to prove an unacceptable constraint as 15 trolleybuses

per hour is still below the current bus frequency.

5.8 In paragraph 6.6 Mr Henkel details the “changes to incumbent bus operators' networks…

assumed in the Business Case”. There is no objective evidence referenced to support this

detailed response, nor how it was arrived at. As detailed in the Proof of Evidence of Dave

Alexander, FWY was certainly not consulted in the creation of the assumptions. In my

Proof I highlight the negative impact of the Promoters’ assumptions.

5.9 Paragraph 6.9 of Mr Henkel’s evidence states “It is recognised that whilst the majority of

residents in the vicinity of the proposed NGT route will benefit from enhanced travel

opportunities, there is a potential reduction in service frequency to people living along the

14 http://www.nbrti.org/docs/pdf/ITDP_report_BRT_rating_2011.pdf

http://www.nbrti.org/docs/pdf/ITDP_report_BRT_rating_2011.pdf
http://www.nbrti.org/docs/pdf/ITDP_report_BRT_rating_2011.pdf
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route of service 1 between Bodington and Holt Park and a potential loss of some existing

cross city frequency on service 1 (although journey opportunities would be retained in the

above scenario)” – he does not mention the similar reductions to service 6 which would

half service levels in the Cookridge area – well away from NGT that are assumed by his

colleagues.

5.10 Paragraph 8.8 of Mr Henkel’s evidence states “The rationale for NGT is to improve public

transport provision in terms of choice, accessibility, journey time, quality and reliability”.

None of these require a trolleybus or the overhead line equipment and can be achieved

using other methods.

5.11 Paragraph 8.11 points 2 and 3 states that there are numerous trolleybus systems

worldwide, supported by a number of manufacturers, and that the Promoters intend to

engage with manufactures to procure the delivery of the NGT system. In the Sub Mode

Options report15, the Promoters’ consultants set out the likely models available which do

not appear consistent with Mr Henkel’s specification.

5.12 In paragraph 8.17 Mr Henkel states “there is emerging evidence that whilst diesel/battery

hybrids reduce fuel consumption, and hence CO2 emissions, they do not have a

measurable positive impact on air quality” – without sharing or identifying where this

evidence comes from. Transport for London has undertaken tests using simulated in

service conditions at Millbrook test centre which the Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership

report: “In all cases except for Hydrocarbons the hybrid buses are performing significantly

better than conventional buses in terms of absolute air quality emissions in grams per

kilometre travelled”. Manufactures are continuing to develop technology and the

Wrightbus vehicles built for the New Bus for London project for TfL are more

environmentally efficient than previous hybrid buses.

5.13 Mr Henkel suggests in point 5 “when compared on an equivalent basis, the trolleybus

Service Operating Costs are lower than those of the Next Best Alternative diesel hybrid

vehicle [Business Case Review C-1, chapter 21]”. I refer to this in my proof at 6.2 which

shows that the NGT unit costs will be £977,778 per bus per annum compared to our

current costs of £139,191 – 14% of NGT levels.

5.14 The Promoters argue that buses would not be able to be given the same level of priority

as that proposed for the NGT scheme, as reiterated by Mr Henkel at paragraph 8.17 point

6. The Promoters’ whole argument hinges on the necessity for NGT to use high capacity

vehicles, with a high proportion of standees – running at a lower frequency – in order to

be given full priority. This is clearly not in the interests of passengers, yet the Promoters in

their evidence have ignored this fact, or wilfully chose to ignore it. This is discussed in

15 Sub Mode Options Investigation report (C-1-16)
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further detail below at my Section 7, when considering the Proof of Evidence of Gordon

Mr Robertson.

5.15 In Paragraphs 8.25 and 8.30 Mr Henkel states the Promoters’ expectation that buses

running in parallel along the NGT corridor will experience journey time benefits as a result

of the NGT. I have addressed the fallacy of this assumption in my Proof.

6 Proof of Paul Hanson, AECOM (APP5-2)

6.1 Other witnesses called upon by FWY comment on Mr Hanson’s evidence in more detail,

however I would like to draw the inspector’s attention to concerns regarding the section

“Forecasting Effects of NGT on Public Transport”.

6.2 In paragraph 6.7 Mr Hanson comments that although journey times will reduce, “for some

users access time would increase relative to bus and wait time would be longer.” FWY

note that this will apply to the majority of users as people with a current choice of up to

FWY 20 buses per hour, will now have a choice of ten trolleybuses and 12 FWY buses

from different stops giving a higher wait time in all cases.

6.3 In paragraph 6.8 Mr Hanson’s appraisal of the role of the residual bus network simply

highlights how the two-tier operation will result in the comprehensive bus network

denigrated by the loss of 1/3 of its customer base. He notes “the bus services operating

along the corridor would provide a competitive alternative for short point to point services

and for journeys where the origin or destination is outside the NGT corridor but along the

bus route” – but does not acknowledge that several of these links will only be available at

a reduced frequency according to the Promoters’ assumptions.

6.4 In paragraph 6.10 Mr Hanson claims the cross city operation of NGT will create new links.

However his example of Rail Station to University as a new link is curious given that FWY

service 1 currently provides a direct link from the Railway Station to the University up to

eight times per hour. Mr Hanson also fails to note that some existing cross city links will

be worsened (e.g. Beeston on service 1 reducing from 8 to 3 journeys per hour across the

city as per the Promoters’ assumptions) or have longer journey times due to the priority

given to NGT in the city centre.

6.5 In paragraph 6.11 Mr Smith briefly comments on park and ride, yet does not comment on

whether the Bodington park and ride site is the most appropriate one for north Leeds –

however it rather appears to simply be a creation to justify the scheme (and Supertram

previously) rather than the scheme being designed to service a well located park and ride

site.

6.6 In paragraph 6.12 Mr Smith talks about demand to the University. This is an important

source of traffic on the existing bus network but is mainly short journeys at a low fare (£1
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single). The Promoters do not propose a short hop ticket for NGT, and therefore we

contend this traffic will remain on the cheaper and more frequent bus services.

6.7 In paragraph 6.13 Mr Smith says “Outside the immediate NGT corridor, provision of the

NGT service is not forecast materially to affect public transport demand. Overall the

forecasts indicate a reduction of less than 3% of forecast public transport demand using

bus services in other corridors as a result of passengers changing route or destination to

use NGT”. He fails to address the many passengers will be lost by delays caused by NGT

priorities on non NGT corridors.

7 Proof of Gordon Roberston (APP6-2)

7.1 In paragraph 3.14 NGT vehicles will be given a very high degree of priority – STM

software will ensure that wherever possible NGT will not stop at traffic signals. No

information is given as to the sensitivity tests carried on in respect of the NGT. For

example, if NGT only received 90% of the priority level planned, what impacts it would

have on the proposal, and whether buses be able to benefit from the priority given, is not

considered

7.2 Regarding NGT priority Mr Robertson states NGT Priority – “and the frequency allows

time to cater for other traffic and gradually set up the timings ready for the next vehicle.”

This is a major constraint that compels NGT to run low seating capacity articulated buses

on a low frequency, subjecting many users to stand.

7.3 In paragraph 3.19 Mr Roberston comments on how a basic level of priority will be

implemented at the majority of signal controlled junctions along the NGT route. This will

be applied to late buses, so helping buses to keep to timetable. If a late bus and an NGT

call for priority at a junction at the same time then NGT will receive the priority – this

confirms that a two-tier system would be in place and that late running buses will be

further delayed if “on time” NGT buses get priority. Given the higher frequency of the bus

it is apparent that this is unjust and inequitable.

7.4 Mr Roberston says: “Bus priority will be implemented at all pedestrian crossings. Most

junctions will have some bus priority implemented, though at some critical junctions it will

not be possible. As a result, over the whole route there will be significantly more bus

priority than at present “(3.20). I understand this is a net increase of just 1.2km of bus

lanes and some traffic signals improvements. I do not consider this is significant and nor

does it deliver significant benefit or help address the abstraction of our customer base by

NGT.

7.5 A paragraph 3.23 et seq, under the heading “Why bus priority has to be limited”, Mr

Roberston makes the following assertions:
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(a) “The frequency of buses does not allow the traffic to recover from any disruption

before the next bus arrives. For example, at times at some junctions there can be

one bus arriving every cycle of the traffic signals, so the green times need to be

the same for every cycle”. I understand not all junctions will be at full capacity, so

a higher number of buses will in fact be able to receive priority at a number of

junctions.

(b) “The dwell times for buses at stops are very variable. This is due to having one

door, and on-bus ticketing. The result is that the time spent at a stop is

unpredictable”. This is not unique to the NGT, for example, FWY’s proposal for

New Bus for Leeds would introduce multi door boarding and increase off bus

ticketing addressing this concern.

(c) “Travel time for buses are much less predictable on most roads. The NGT is said

scheme is designed to give NGT a smooth run along the route”. This is rather

disingenuous. The NGT is a bus and therefore shares the same features as

buses. Anything designed for NGT can easily be applied to other buses.

(d) “Bus stops can be located very close to traffic signals. There can be very little

time between leaving the stop and arriving at the signal stop line. Given the few

seconds it takes for a message from the bus to activate changed timings on

street there can be no time at all to do anything”. This can be solved by

relocating bus stops – no evidence is given by Mr Robertson as to why bus stops

could not be moved away from traffic signals. Currently, very few of the bus

stops on the proposed corridors are near traffic signals.“

(e) These problems build up during the peak periods. If buses start running late,

then the frequency becomes more uneven and the limitations on priority

increase”. This is not necessarily the case given the frequent intervals. Bus

priority, of course, can assist this.

7.6 Mr Robertson comments on capacity at paragraph 3.30. I note again that we do not

believe 160 is a feasible capacity and certainly will provide a wholly unattractive travel

opportunity.

7.7 Mr Roberston generally notes that the preferred level of priority given means that only a

limited number of journeys can benefit. I do not consider that this need be the case given

the extensive priority afforded to buses in other major cities – especially London where

Transport for London has much experience of giving priority in very congested areas.
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8 Proof of Kevin Leather, Mott MacDonald (APP13-2)

8.1 Mr Leather states at paragraph 4.6 that during the construction phase of the NGT

Scheme there will be additional, temporary road traffic travelling in and out of Leeds.

There will be some planned temporary road closures during the construction phase and

any traffic management schemes to reduce road widths or employ closures will be kept to

a minimum and will only be for a short period of time as will be agreed with the Local

Highway Authority. Yet the impact on bus services due to construction have not been

clearly identified or valued in the business case.

8.2 At paragraph 4.23 Mr Leather states “the NGT scheme does, however, provide an

efficient mode of transport within its route corridor compared to existing alternatives. The

NGT scheme provides increased transport capacity with fewer emissions per passenger

kilometre than other alternatives, particularly private cars” – I consider capacity will not be

increased due to the reliance on notional standing capacity, that emissions benefits are

little greater than hybrids and that the design will not be attractive to car users.

9 Declaration

9.1 I confirm I have made clear which facts and matters referred to are my own knowledge

and which are not. Those within my knowledge I confirm are true. The opinions I have

expressed represent my true and complete opinion on the matters to which they refer.

9.2 I believe the facts stated in this proof of evidence are true.

………………………………………………………….. …………15 April 2014

Paul Turner Date


